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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The chapter contains the introduction of the study covering (1) background of

the study, (2) problems of the study, (3) purposes of the study, (4) significance of the

study, (5) scope and limitation, and (6) definition of key terms.

1.1 Background of the Study

Literature is an art; it has uniqueness in its performance, acoustic space, and

metaworld. According to Podis (1984:287), literature is an art form that generally

means an imaginative writing from which the fictional word is created. Moreover,

literature often attempts to convey something important about life. It means that

literature gives in sight to human nature in general or in to the ways of fate of society.

Furthermore, Kennedy (1983) says that literature is kind of art, usually written, that

offers pleasure and illumination. In other words, literature is a mirror of society.

People can learn about human personality and solve the problem that they face in

daily life.

Analyzing kind of things around people is very important. Since, it can give

more useful information for people, it also happens in analyzing literature. Through

analyzing literature people can get more knowledge regarding to literary works. By

analyzing literature can train people’s intelligence and sensitivity about human life.

Moreover people not only can express their feeling, idea, thought, and imagination
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but also can get more lessons from a good literature. According to Long (1945: 2) by

reading literature people can get knowledge about the expression of life and in words

of truth and beauty because it is the written record of man’s spirit of his though,

emotions, and aspirations.

By analyzing the literary works people can learn the variety of characteristics

of human being in the novel such as: arrogant, kind, devil, friendly and others

characteristic. Besides, through analyzing novel, people can learn and understand

conflicts in the novel. So it can help the people in solving their conflict in daily life.

The literary works that can be analyzed by people are drama, poetry and novel.

Novel which is one of literary works can reflect human life by portraying the

mental and the inner mind of the characters. A novel may include reference to a real

place, people and events, although its characters and actions are imaginary. Moreover,

it often provides valuable messages through the given story. Novel is a book – length

story in prose, whose author tries to create the sense that, while we read, we

experience actual life (Kennedy 1983:180).

In reading a novel, people will not only get enjoyment but they will also be

bought into a vast, close and fresh relationship to life since novel may be called

imitation of life. The people can get a better view of things that happen in people’s

mind. Moreover, the daily life of people from different countries represented by

certain characters in certain stories can also be learnt. Novel also contains some moral

messages that can be taken by the readers. According to Arp and Johnson (2006 : 63)

(in Rossita, 2005), novel gives more detail awareness of humanity in the world that is
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sometimes friendly and unfriendly. It also helps the readers to understand their world,

neighbors, and themselves.

Mochtar Lubis (1984: 165) in Taringan, mentions that there are six kinds of

novel: adventure, psychological, detective, social, political, and collective novel.

Firstly, adventure novel is a novel that full of character's adventure, experience but

there are also romantic ones. Secondly, Psychological novel does not pay attention to

the characters adventure but in the character's thought. It could be opinion, idea and

imagination. Next, detective novel tells about solving the problem or the crime. The

author always tries to create the good technique by rising suspense to guess the

follow up the story, in order to make the readers more interested to read it. Than, in

the sociological novel the women and man characters include into society and their

class. So, it emphasizes the influence of social economic conditions on characters and

events. Afterward, political novel problems are not observed from people’s problem

point of view as individual but it is observed from the group’s problem point of view

in the society. The last is collective novel. Here, collective novel focused on

anthropology and sociology. This novel emphasizes on society as totally. The In

collective novel, the main character also is not important. It focuses on social problem.

The novel Bread and Rose, writen by Mary Alexander Walker belongs to

adventure novel because it tells about someone’s struggle like doing an adventure in

her life to get scholarship.

One of the advantages of a novel is its flexibility. People may read the novel

anytime they want and stops any time they want, and they may continue his or her

reading, and even if they want to stop or read it. Besides novel tells about human
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being and life, it also provides information and lesson, and can affect people’s

emotion so that why the writer intends to analyze a novel.

Bread and Rosenovel is one of the novels which tells about struggle of the

teenager to survive her life without the parents. The struggle of that teenager as the

main character to face the grandmother’s characteristic. Besides, she also has struggle

to face her friend’s behaviour. Moreover, she also has big struggles to get scholarship.

The study focuses on analyzing Mary Alexander Walker’s novel “Bread and

Rose”. It has something to study on struggle aspects of the personality of the main

character. It is interesting since the conflict experienced by the human characters in

life. The following is another reason why the writer chooses the novel “Bread and

Rose”. There are many struggles that are found by the writer in that novel especially

the struggles to get scholarship faced by Azur as the main character. The writer

focused on the Azur’s struggle to get scholarship.

1.2 Problems of the Study

Based on the background of the study above, there are some problems that

will be investigated, they are as follows:

1. What are Azure’s struggles to get scholarship in Mary Alexander Walker’s

novel “Bread and Rose”?

2. Why does Azure struggle to get scholarship in Mary Alexander Walker’s

novel “Bread and Rose”?

3. How is the end of Azure’s struggle to get scholarship in Mary Alexander

Walker’s novel “Bread and Rose”?
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1.3 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this analysis is to find out the answer of the problems that

have been stated clearly from beginning as principle guidance.

The purposes are formulated as follows:

1. To describe Azure’s struggle to get scholarship in Mary Alexander

Walker’s novel “Bread and Rose”.

2. To know the background of Azure’s struggle to get scholarship in Mary

Alexander Walker’s novel “Bread and Rose”

3. To investigate and find out how the end of Azure’s struggle to get

scholarship in Mary Alexander Walker’s novel “Bread and Rose”.

1.4 Significance of the Study

The findings of the study are considered to be useful for the writer and the

readers to describe the importance of learning the characters’ behaviors which affect

personality. By knowing their behaviors and how their personalities affect their life

viewed from all aspects of life and human personality could be understood more

deeply.

The findings are also expected to give contribution to the next research of this

novel to enrich research on literature. Besides, for readers in general, this study will

give helpful guidance to understand this novel deeply. Finally this study will

provide descriptions of how important the knowledge about human beings when

they face the problem in their life such as the main character’s struggle.
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1.5 Scope and Limitation

The scope of this study is Azur’s struggles in “Bread and Rose” novel. And

this study limited to Azur’s struggles to get scholarship, and also the background

and the end of her struggle in that novel.

1.6 Definition of Key Terms

To clarify the terms used in the study for the readers, the writer gives the

definition of key terms. It is intended to avoid misunderstanding in term use in her

study. The key terms which are investigated in this study are as follows:

1. Study : the process of learning and analyzing a matter. It is a devotion of time

and thought to  get knowledge or to close examination of a subject especially

from book (Hornby, 1974 : 859)

2. Azure : The main character of this story in the novel “Bread and Rose”.

3. Struggle: an unholy battle we fight with ourselves. But because it is a by-

product of our personal imbalances, it is a condition we can easily go beyond.

(Wilde, 1987: 17)

4. Mary Alexander Walker: the author of novel “Bread and Rose”.

5. Novel : a book-length story in prose, whose author tries to create the sense

that, while we read, we experience actual life (Kennedy, 1983: 180).

6. Bread and Rose: the title of the novel that will be discussed in this study.

7. Scholarship: payment given to some body by an organization to help pay for

their education (Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary Third Edition: 2003:

383)


